Pool Advance, Plus Govt Loan Gets the Wool
Farmers Equal Buyers' Offers And Retains Interest In Fleeces

By P. C. Campbell

The time has come to look toward the future for the wool grower. Prices and production have made the wool trade a profit-making activity, except for a small group of buyers and processors who have been unable to meet the new situation. The time is opportune for the wool grower to consider the possibilities of the future and to prepare for the change that is coming.

The wool grower should consider the possibilities of the future and to prepare for the change that is coming.

FARMER'S COMMERCE ARGUS

MEET THE WOOLSELLERS

Michigan grows more wool per acre than any other state. Michigan wool is known for its quality and it is in demand in the world market. Michigan wool is the key to the wool industry and it is important that we do everything possible to ensure that Michigan wool continues to be in demand.

Butter Production

The butter production in Michigan is also key to the industry. Michigan is one of the leading states in the production of butter. The butter production in Michigan is known for its quality and it is in demand in the world market. Michigan butter is the key to the butter industry and it is important that we do everything possible to ensure that Michigan butter continues to be in demand.

MEET THE BUTTERSELLERS

Michigan agriculture is important to the state's economy. Michigan agriculture is the key to the state's economy and it is important that we do everything possible to ensure that Michigan agriculture continues to be a vital part of the state's economy.

BUREAU MEN PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSN OFFICERS

Satisfactory Source of Farm Operations Loans

When 25 others and directors of the Michigan State Farm Bureau meet with Governor G. M. Davis on Grand Rapids, a W. C. L. P. F. A. R. E. M. member, they plan to do their part to help advance agriculture and create additional employment opportunities.

On June 15th, at the State Farm Bureau convention in Battle Creek, Michigan, they plan to do their part to help advance agriculture and create additional employment opportunities.

CONTINUE LOW RATE ON FEDERAL FARM LOANS

Farm Bureau Helps Extend 3% Rate

As the nation moves towards a more competitive economy, the Farm Bureau plans to continue to work towards extending the low rate on federal farm loans. The Farm Bureau is committed to helping farmers and ranchers by providing them with the resources they need to succeed.

Michigan Ranks 4th In Butter Productions

Ranks High in Other Dairy Products Producing Areas!

For Dairying

Butter production continues to be a key activity for the dairy industry. The dairy industry is an important part of the Michigan economy and it is important that we do everything possible to ensure that the dairy industry continues to be a vital part of the economy.

The dairy industry is an important part of the Michigan economy and it is important that we do everything possible to ensure that the dairy industry continues to be a vital part of the economy.

FARMER'S COMMERCE ARGUS

THE EXTENT TO WHICH PRODUCERS IN THE SOUTHWEST ARE TAKING ADVANTAGE

We will not quit our organization, we will not give up. It is important that we continue to work towards extending the low rate on federal farm loans. The Farm Bureau is committed to helping farmers and ranchers by providing them with the resources they need to succeed.

We will not quit our organization, we will not give up. It is important that we continue to work towards extending the low rate on federal farm loans. The Farm Bureau is committed to helping farmers and ranchers by providing them with the resources they need to succeed.

The Farm Bureau helps to extend the low rate on federal farm loans. The Farm Bureau is committed to helping farmers and ranchers by providing them with the resources they need to succeed.

Who's Your Man in the Senate?-

Nominees Selected Then for New Congress and the Senate will meet soon.

The primary election is not the only important event. The Senate will meet soon. The Senate will meet soon.

At the September primary we shall support the Republican candidates for all of these seats for governor and lieutenant governor. The Senate will meet soon. The Senate will meet soon.

The Senate will meet soon.

The Senate will meet soon. The Senate will meet soon.

At the September primary we shall support the Republican candidates for all of these seats for governor and lieutenant governor. The Senate will meet soon. The Senate will meet soon.

The Senate will meet soon.

At the September primary we shall support the Republican candidates for all of these seats for governor and lieutenant governor. The Senate will meet soon. The Senate will meet soon.
Shall We Have Truckless Week Ends?

Shall we have a Week End of Farming in Michigan high-
ways Saturday, Sundays and holidays by set of the 1939 legisla-
ture? A group known as the Michigan Railroad Enthusiasts
and motorists are of the opinion that this would sponsor such a law. It claims that Wisconsin has had such a law for five years.

The legislation is needed to interest the public in public safety. It will be observed, however, that the proposed law would remove from the highways over weekend and holidays only trucks that compete with railroads for freight. It could knock at least two and sometimes three days and nights out of a week's schedules. Trucks owned and operated by private companies for transportation of their goods only could be on the highways at all times.

This is a new one in Michigan highway legislation. Farmers will be interested as it affects their transportation of livestock, fruit, produce, milk, farm supplies; and other commodities. The Farm Bureau formed the merits and demerits of this proposition when it arrives before the legislature. We'll have to be reconciled with.

Let's Live For Years Underground

Many needles are in the ground for years at depth where the lack of moisture and air prevents them from germinating. Many farm crops that reach the surface, and a farmer is surprised by the sudden appearance of crops the following season.

An experiment being carried on at Michigan State College by the Department of Botany indicates that such weed seeds need not germinate. They must lie dormant in a cold soil position and may live in the soil for at least forty years and still germinate.

In 1879 Dr. W. J. Douk placed 23 kinds of seeds, mostly weeds, in barrels of hay and kept them埋 in dry sand. The seeds were mixed with dry sand. The barrels were buried neck deep in the sand. Every five years up to 1929, and each ten years, has been the system. In 1929 the last group of barrels was examined and germinated from 8 to 22%, after 51 years underground. They were germinated in every test made. In 1929 forty-two of the original species still germinated.

At Geneva, N. Y. M. T. Moore of the agric. experimen-
tation station reports the appearance of volunteer stands of sweet clover in fields where the seed has lain dormant for 18 years. Such seeds include the hard seed of sweet clover. These have thick seed coats that are very slowly watered. Some of the clover seeds have been in the sand for over 15 years. Occasionally one of these seeds germinates.

These facts carry an occasional rush of sweet clover that appears in a few fields of alfalfa. The alfalfa seed is generally buried. But Dr. Moore says that if samples of alfalfa seed examined annually, few seeds would have been found that would explain some of the stands of sweet clover that appear. He says the real explanation is in the dormant seeds having a hard seed shell that prevents germination by preparing the seed for a new crop.

Signals Prevent Accidents

Hand signals are messengers to other drivers. Think of the other motorists when you use them.

The careless driver uses hand signals too much, is a traffic menace. His failure to indicate his stops, turns and other movements may involve him in an accident. Other drivers likewise are endan-
gered.

Michigan's traffic laws provide only a single arm signal, made by extending the hand and arm horizontally from and beyond the left side of the automobile.

Position of a vehicle at intersections tells other drivers, when an arm is raised, made, or extended, that a turn is anticipated. If the vehicle is in the lane nearest the right side of the highway, expect a right turn. If a signal is coming from a car near the center line, a left turn is anticipated. Remember this when signaling and when seeing other signal drivers.

Always safe to use other drivers will have ample time to observe it and to prepare for your intended turn or stop. It is each driver's responsibility to see that other drivers understand their intention.

Mechanical devices may be used in signaling if they are readily visible. Because they frequently get out of order, it is advisable to supplement the mechanical signal with an arm signal.

Accidents seldom happen betw'een motorists who under-
stand such intentions.

List of Farm Supplies Exempt from Sales Tax

State Sales Tax Board Issues Amended Rules and Regulations; Farm Bureau Won Farm Supplies Exemption 3 Years Ago

We have entered into the fourth year that seeds, feeds, fertilizers and other farm supplies used in crop pro-
cessing, grading and marketing are exempt from sales tax in Michigan. The exemption was made under the Flynn Act of May, 1937, and covers farm supplies purchased by farmers, farm cooperatives and other farmers' organizations. Manufacturers and wholesalers that buy supplies for farmers are not taxable. Manufacturers and wholesalers that buy supplies for farmers will have to pay taxes on these supplies.

In June, 1939, the State Board of Tax Administration in-
formed manufacturers and wholesalers that they would have to pay taxes on some supplies purchased by farmers in order to get to market. The exemption was made under the Flynn Act of May, 1937, for some supplies purchased by farmers and farm cooperatives for processing or marketing crops. The exemption was revoked after a request from the Farm Bureau. It was needed to keep seed, fertilizer, farm supplies and grain used in the processing of crops taxable. The Farm Bureau proved the case.

June 30 Regulations

Supplies of the following types, for us-

A series of district meetings, to dis-
cuss the merits of the program of the Junior and Senior Farm Bureaus. Those present felt that small groups, making up the larger groups, had an opportunity to be better acquainted. Leadership development through participation, and ideas be-
ning to be organized very soon.

Newly elected to the State Board of Tax Administra-
tion. Mr. A. A. Bliss, was appointed to fill the vacancy created by the death of County Agent.

Your County Agent Can Help You... Telephone Him Frequently

PLANTING, harvesting, poultry raising, stock care no longer man-handling ventures, but work to be scientifically planned and carried out. Marketing is swiftly... involved ... competitive.

Invite your County Agent to step into this picture and help you in your many farm problems. He is familiar with the latest farming methods and developments, and able to pass them along to you. But his services are so much in demand that he

Many of the sellers who have been adversely criticized are the ones whose names have little echo in local public opinion. This is true for dependable
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Many of the sellers who have been adversely criticized are the ones whose names have little echo in local public opinion. This is true for dependable
State Fanners On Package Deception

The Michigan State Department of Agriculture has been urged by its legislative leaders to take immediate action to prevent the use of false or misleading labels on food products.

A letter from Senator William H. Brownell has been sent to the Commissioner of Agriculture asking him to take prompt action to prevent the practice of labeling food products in such a manner as to mislead the consumer.

In particular, Senator Brownell cited the case of a food product labeled as containing 100% fruit juice, which was found to contain only 50% fruit juice and 50% water.

He urged the Commissioner to issue regulations to require the truthful labeling of food products and to impose penalties for violations.

"We cannot afford to allow the consumer to be misled," Senator Brownell said. "It is important that we take strong action to protect the health and safety of our citizens."
Alfalfa for Summer Seeding

There are plenty of varieties in the produce of the alfalfa family which will best suit the needs of those who sow their alfalfa in late July or in early August. If you wish to have good stand next spring.

HARSHNAGH

WEIDMAN

ALFALFA SEEDS

HARDMAN

STATE COLLEGE

For Sale by W. R. C.

KILL FLY

For household use. Contains one ounce of permethrin, a gaseous, but entirely non-poisonous, non-persistent ingredient. Won't stick or stain.  

BUY AT YOUR CO-OP ASS'N

Farm Bureau Cattle Spray

GUARANTEES LIVE STOCK COMFORT

1 lb. of Pyrethrinn per Gallon! 

Finally! A farm Bureau cattle spray which contains 1 lb. of permethrin powder per gallon. We have it, treat millions of acres with it. Farm Bureau members get the very best spray for the very best price. 

BUY AT YOUR CO-OP ASS'N

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.  

Lansing, Michigan

C O O L M O N T H S T I M E T O S E L L M A R L E T BARLEY

Mealtime Explains Why Price Is In Home Bureau Close in Summer

Mealtime features a great deal of interest in Brother that mealtime is close in summer. This information, true or not, is sure to be a source of wonder among the farmers in the area.

The presentation of good quality mealtime is the secret of good wholesome food. The presentation of good mealtime is the secret of the success of the mealtime. The quality of mealtime is the secret of the success of mealtime. The quality of good mealtime is the secret of the mealtime.

The presentation of good mealtime is the secret of the success of mealtime.